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TARGETING – Part Twenty: ROBERT DUNCAN, 

PROJECT SOUL CATCHER, MILITARY WITCHCRAFT 

 

Robert Duncan.  Robert holds multiple degrees from Harvard University and 

Dartmouth College in Applied Sciences and Business.  He has worked on projects 

for the Department of Defense, CIA and Justice Department in his career. 

So he has been swimming with the luciferians, being schooled by them and 

working for them.  Keep that in mind as we share this next video.  He is at a UFO 

conference and that is why you will see the swirls that are like 6’s behind him.  

Many discredit the people that speak at those conferences as though they don’t 

know anything.  That isn’t the case.  It is a place where they can speak out and 

share what they know.  Many of them are new agers and don’t believe in God.  

They talk about the fallen angels and the technology there.  The government has 

been showing us the truth in movies but mostly what is going on is still labeled as 

taboo.  That is one way it has continued to work so well, no one believes it. 

**Please play from 8:20 to 8:52 and from 12:50 to 14:43 and from 15:21 to 16:33 

and from 18:27 to 21:11  and from 29:48 to 30:26  and from 40:30 to 42:00 and 
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from 42:32 to 42:58 and from 49:08 to 49:49 and from 51:07 to 52:43  Robert 

Duncan an expert on AI shares about the army doing an experiment connecting 

an ape’s mind to a young girls’s mind – the ape wound up killing the girl – they 

have been doing these experiments for quite some time…/Voice of god weapon 

and “hyper game theory” manipulating people to do things that are irrational, 

testing to see what tricks and techniques work, even walking them to their death 

– across all cultures, languages and races in the world – “it is just what is 

happening”/they have run tests to see if we can be fooled by talking to AI for over 

an hour and we have been fooled – they are way past that now, mixing and 

reconfiguring minds as partially human and partially AI – we are mixing genes up 

genetically and new species will arise from that – how do you classify 

that?/magnetically activated nano-particles and censors – you can be controlled 

meaning you don’t have freewill and smart dust being a way to read 

brains/government creates fear and so we all have to stick together and so that 

creates false flags/mind hacking of a targeted individual/this targeting of the mind 

is paid for by military and is all for government control/being chipped, even if you 

remove it, once your brain has been mapped out you are in the system/visions 

and dreams are being implanted into people by military – they can overwrite all 5 

senses** (about 11 min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RND66VZ8DY&feature=youtu.be 

**I recommend that you go to the sermon notes or the “show more info. box on 

youtube” and watch that whole video.  He revealed so many things they are 

using against us.** 

When he talked about them hooking the ape’s mind to the little girl’s mind, he 

said they thought the ape would recognize himself in the little girl.  Then he said 

the ape killed the girl.  They hooked an animal mind to a human mind and the 

animal killed the little girl.  He just mentions so casually that the little girl died in 

this experiment.  Who agreed to that?  What kind of mother allows this?  And 

look what we are doing.  Our governments, scientists and militaries are not being 

moral or ethical at all. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RND66VZ8DY&feature=youtu.be
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Recently I heard some information that we have now put human genes into a 

piece of rice.  Why?  What can this possible help?  This is against God and His 

Word.  These are the things the offspring of the fallen angels, who mated with the 

women, this is what they did.  It is clear in the book of Enoch but not so much in 

the canon of our Bibles today. 

“hyper game theory” manipulating people to do things that are irrational, testing 

to see what tricks and techniques work, even walking them to their death – across 

all cultures, languages and races in the world – “it is just what is happening”  

He said it is a eugenics program.  The luciferians who practice MK Ultra (splitting 

human minds into thousands of alters and programming them inside of the 

person) have put in a “suicide program” inside of these people.  So that when 

their programming begins to break down or they go for help to a therapist or a 

real minister of God and begin to be delivered, the program will kick in and they 

will want to kill themselves.  This is so that the information of what they have 

been doing won’t be found out.  This tactic also helps to keep the target from 

reaching out for help and trying to get to freedom, to be delivered.  

Robert has written books about what most targets are experiencing in their lives.  

About the torture, the experimentation that is being carried out on them.  Just as 

I did with Rauni Kilde in showing that she was targeted but was not a Christian, I 

now want to show you that even though Robert is bringing all of this information 

out, he also has an ulterior motive.   
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Written in 2010 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 

Sisyphus, in Greek lore, was punished because he revealed the designs of 

the god’s to mortals.  Hermes was the Greek gods’ messenger and Apollo was the 

god of truth.  (what a laugh that is, that is satan) 
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Notice he has a harp.  Ezek.28:13 gives some insight about satan being 

gifted musically.  

John 8:44 - Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. 

He was a murderer from the beginning (I.B. That one was a murder from the 

beginning), and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he 

speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it.  

The book continues:  

In Christian, Islam, and Jewish Bibles, the Archangel Gabriel is the messenger of 

God.  **He is trying to draw a correlation here between Hermes and Gabriel – 

NO! Gabriel is not Hermes.  Hermes is a fallen angel messenger and Gabriel is a 

holy messenger of God.** 

This book is dedicated to all the people who stood by me during the 

difficult times while researching and writing it.  It was a time where true friends 

showed their character.  Without the love and support of my perfect mother and 

father, it would not have been written and the story told after the abuse and 

physical torture that I had to endure.  But there was a light at the end of the 

tunnel; the shadow agencies showed me everything that they were working on 
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and said if I could survive, I could write about anything that they told me and 

showed me.  I carried the weight of the world in silence on my shoulders like 

Atlas.  Finally I shrugged to divulge the truth despite threats to kill my family or 

torture me again from my government handlers.  **So he was also experimented 

on with the mind control – of course.  He belittles God in this book and lifts up 

the fallen angels. ** 

Additionally, many thanks to the non-consensual human government 

experiments that allowed me to interview them, the whistleblowers, who bravely 

have come forward, and other individuals who gave their lives fighting hard for 

truth and justice about these topics, especially Darin Smith, a Coast Guard rescue 

swimmer who killed himself after being tortured for a year by the systems 

described in this book, and three former FBI agents who were attempted to be 

assassinated but have come forward with valuable information despite the 

intimidation practices of unnamed government agencies. 

I hope to share my thoughts on the death of Darin Smith in closing of next week’s 

message. 

 

The 21st century will be known as the age of spiritual machines and soulless men. 

OUR MILITARIES HAVE BEEN INTO WITCHCRAFT – PLAIN AND SIMPLE: 
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We have thought of green berets or special forces like this. 

 

But today, this is a truer picture.  “Men Who Stare at Goats” is about remote 

viewing.  Do you think King David and his men did this? 

Pg.2  

The military’s interest in “psychic” warfare as it was called during the cold war 

increased dramatically in the early 1960’s because it was shown to be very 

feasible to accomplish this same mind melding feat at great distances. 
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A footnote at the bottom of the page: (I took the time to look up the definitions 

to these words and they are very telling.) The word “psychic” was used as a 

discrediting word.  The modern day language is neuro-communication 

(electrochemical event / neurons & neural transmitters), psychophony (psycho 

(mind) and phony (voice) communication of the spirits of the dead via the voice of 

a medium, perception (ability to see, hear or smell in order to become aware of 

something), cognitive (the mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and 

understanding through thought, experience and the senses), information, and 

psychological warfare technologies (actions intended to reduce an opponents 

morale).  This is all fighting with your mind (mind energy or power) it is witchcraft 

and is against God. 

**Please play this clip** (about 2 mins) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GC2TzspJn5A 

PLEASE REMOVE CURSE WORD AT 1:59 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GC2TzspJn5A
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This true story is about what happened when a small group of men – highly 

placed within the U.S. military, government and intelligence services began 

believing in very strange things.  That is the eye of lucifer.  Using your mind to do 

supernatural things like this is against God.   
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Page  2 Movies are used to acclimate the next generation that this technology is 

being done and they should accept it when it is finally revealed to them. 

Page 28 

He mentions that he believes in evolution and then calls God a tinkerer.  This 

insinuates that he believes God is always trying to tweak or improve on things.  

This is a subtle way of demeaning God.  EVOLUTION is plainly praised in this book. 

CLOSING 
 
DEUT.18:9-15 - When thou art come into the land which the LORD thy God giveth 
thee, thou shalt not learn to do after the abominations of those nations (I.B. to do 
things like the hateful acts of those nations). There shall not be found among 
you any one that maketh his son or his daughter to pass through the fire, or that 
useth divination (foretune telling or clairvoyance), or an observer of times (I.B. a 
cloud reader)((astrology – horoscopes – living your life according to what you see 
or read into the stars)), or an enchanter (I.B. fortune teller)((a hypnotist)), or a 
witch (a person who cast spells on people and controls them with their mind – 
telekinesis), Or a charmer (I.B. a charmer of magic) ((a witch of a lesser degree), or 
a consulter with familiar spirits (I.B. one consulting spirits)((a medium, someone 
who asks spirits to guide them)), or a wizard (a male witch – no such thing as 
warlocks), or a necromancer (I.B. one inquiring of the dead) ((uses familiar spirits 
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to tell the future)). For all that do these things are an abomination unto the LORD: 
and because of these abominations (I.B. filthy acts) the LORD thy God doth drive 
them out from before thee. Thou shalt be perfect with the LORD thy God. For 
these nations, which thou shalt possess (I.B. expel), hearkened (listened) unto 
observers of times (I.B. cloud readers), and unto diviners: but as for thee, the 
LORD thy God hath not suffered thee so to do. The LORD thy God will raise up 
unto thee a Prophet from the midst of thee, of thy brethren, like unto me (I.B. 
One like me); unto Him ye shall hearken;  
John Todd who was born into witchcraft and then rose up the ranks of satan’s 
kingdom to be a high priest and very high up in the illuminati shared the 
following: 
v.10 making their sons or daughters pass through the fire – they were thrown into 
the fire, they were sacrifices. 
 
Exodus 22:18 - Thou shalt not suffer a witch (I.B. sorceress) to live. 
 
Because of the sacrifice Jesus Christ made for every single person, we don’t kill 
people because of their sin today.  We expose their wickedness and pray for their 
salvation. 
 
Only because of God’s mercy is He allowing all of this to go on.  If they do not 
forsake their evil and wicked ways, they will eventually suffer in the lake of fire for 
all of eternity. 
 
PRAYER 
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DARPA Insider Says Scientist On Verge Of Cataclysmic Discovery - FULL VIDEO 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RND66VZ8DY&feature=youtu.be 

THE MEN WHO STARE AT GOATS - HD Trailer 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GC2TzspJn5A 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Men_Who_Stare_at_Goats_(film) 

https://www.opednews.com/Diary/The-Amazing-Wolf-Messing-by-Mystic-

Wizard-090422-486.html 

http://the-wolfenstein-fanon.wikia.com/wiki/SS_Paranormal_Division 

https://taskandpurpose.com/5-true-stories-militarys-paranormal-activity-

research 

https://www.collective-evolution.com/2016/01/18/us-air-force-successfully-uses-

human-with-out-of-body-abilities-to-locate-a-lost-plane-in-africa/ 
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